From a book entitled 'Rheology for Polymer Melt
Processing' the reader might expect information on non-linear rheology: How it can be measured and on what molecular background it can be understood. For the application of this knowledge in F.E. programs the user would like to know what constitutive equations are available and appropriate. Then, in context with surface quality of the goods to be produced, one is interested to know how particular problems associated with turbulence and melt fracture are dealt with. Finally, illustrative examples of calculations of special flows backed by corresponding measurements should round off such an oeuvre.
All these expectations are principally fulfilled by the book edited by J-M. The first section on 'Molecular dynamics' gives an interesting insight into various methods used to observe chain conformations and the reptation behaviour of macromolecules. The classical reptation model as introduced by deGennes in 1983 is widely used to try to understand the flow behaviour of polymer melts. It provides an understanding for the different time scales involved. The adaptation of the model to more complex flows is through coupling of the tube dimension to the imposed flow and by softening the confining effect of the neighbouring chains under the influence of strong flows (convective constraint release). By measuring the diffusion of linear chains, the reptation model is checked. Infrared dichroism allows investigating the relaxational behaviour of stretched chains. Two articles are devoted to the important issue of entanglements: A NMR study and a consideration on molecular rheology. The question of how the molecular stretching scales with the macroscopic one is discussed in an SANS study for shear and elongational flows.
The capture of the non-linear rheological behaviour of an entangled melt in a single mathematical equation describing shear as well as elongational flows is a topic of ongoing intensive research. The second section on 'Constitutive equations and numerical modelling' is devoted to a validation of existing and wellknown models. In a first article, a comparison between an integral (Wagner) and a differential (PTT) type of constitutive equation is made and supported by rheological measurement on polyethylene in elongational and shear flow. In a following article, a more technical analysis of differential models is made. Emphasis is put on important criteria for the numerical evaluation of the models discussed. Finally, the application of such models is shown for a capillary flow (die entrance and extrudate swell). The article describes how such a calculation is performed, first for a viscous fluid, then more generally for a viscoelastic fluid. Problems arising from the stress singularity at the entrance point are also addressed.
Sensor arrangement on a pressure load plate
The deformation of steel plates when pressed on an even soil surface depends on the makroscopic structure of said soil sample. Placing several position and/or pressure sensors in a triangular or polygonal arrangement on this plate gives better information over the microscopic soil structure. On these data sets the load capacity of compacted soil, necessary for estimating the stability of buildings, is obtained with a better accuracy.
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Rheometric determination of plaster samples
Rotational rheometers put the same mechanical stress on hydraulic plaster materials as is applied to these materials under application conditions. Therefore the time/viscosity diagram from these testing equipments gives an exact replica of the material behaviour during processing.
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Flow properties of bulk goods
Bulk powder is rinsing without solvent addition by gravitational force through a conical pipe system. Magnetic particles and objects inside the bulk material try to follow this flow movement. Holding and moving the particles by an external electromagnetic suspension system against the particle flow gives information over density, dynamic viscosity and structure of the semi-liquid bulk material. G01N 11/00 DE19809625 I. Zimmermann, Hattstadt
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Patents I Book Review
The third section 'Simple and complex flows' finally deals with manifestations of nonlinear phenomena during the flow of a melt through a slit die. Different topics are dealt with in five chapters: How can stresses in front of, in and after the die be visualised by optical birefringence measurements? Comparisons of calculated and experimental fringe patterns are made, based on different constitutive equations. For the manufacturing of profiles, films, and injection-moulded parts, flow instabilities are detrimental to the surface finish of the product. Therefore, the causes of such instabilities and possible measures against them have to be found. The next two chapters in section three deal with this topic. First, a method is presented, how the melt velocity can be measured in a thin layer close to the die wall. Then, it is shown how coating the die surface with a Fluor compound influences the surface quality of the extrudate. The experimental finding is discussed in view of surface energy of the pair melt/die material.
Finally, a concluding paper tries to categories the different kinds of flow instabilities. This is done based on flow visualisation. The occurrence of instabilities like shark skin and melt fracture is discussed in view of molecular weight and vortex size in the die entrance region. All the interesting results in section three might finally help to gain a better picture of why and under which condition instabilities occur. Unfortunately, all experiments were made with room temperature melts and it is therefore not a priori clear whether the results can be adapted to the flow of technical polymers at elevated temperatures. To be continued on page 258.
